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Elektra Luxx is actually a sequel of sorts to Women in Trouble, but Luxx can be appreciated
on its own. For
Elektra
Luxx
has charm, wit, true hilarity, and more than a little mystery, along with its joyous celebration of
sexy womanhood. Writer-director Sebastian Gutierrez (companion of Gugino) appears poised
to take over the flashy-sex-comedy genre as first crafted by Pedro Almodóvar (
Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown
).

"What kind of person are you?" Retiring pregnant porn star Elektra Luxx (Gugino) fills her days
by teaching a sexology class. After being approached by a stranger with a tie to her dead
ex-boyfriend her day starts to get weird. If you have seen the previews to this then you think you
know what the movie is about. You would be wrong. It's a comedy, there's no doubt--there are
some absolutely hilarious moments but at it's core there is actually a very moving story.

A woman who is trying to figure out where her life is is the one everyone seems to go to for
advice, help or anything she can provide. Being that the movie is about a porn star there are a
few pretty raunchy scenes and dialogue, but no where near what you would have expected.
There is a shot of a male and female butt and that is the extent of the nudity.

The cast is solid. Carla Gugino is phenomenal, carrying the entire weight of the film on her
shoulders. Gordon-Levitt is hilarious, as is Timothy Olyphant as perhaps the one guy whom
Elektra can love. Olyphant and Gugino's scenes are the funniest in the film; too bad he's only in
it for the blink of an eye. The supporting roles are also solid (a grossly underused Kathleen
Quinnan being the standout), and there is a funny/creepy/thoughtful cameo from an uncredited
great actress (watch and learn who, no spoiler here).
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